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A BEAST ON THE STREET

RAM 1500 TRX

0-100 in 4.5 seconds, the Ram 1500 TRX is a beast on the road. Coined as 
the most muscular pick-up truck from the factory, under the hood is the 
familiar 6.2L supercharged V8 that’s shared along with the Dodge Hellcat 
badge. On top of 682bhp, the iconic engine makes 881Nm of torque.

The power has shifted with the Ram 1500 TRX. The TRX is the most 
powerful production street-legal half-tonne pick-up ever produced. This 
brilliantly engineered machine is a performance truck and an off-road 
truck, designed to keep you in command on any terrain.
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INTERIOR
• Premium materials, superior refinement and the 

latest technologies

• Flat-bottom Steering Wheel with Integrated 
Aluminum Paddle Shifters

• Available Head-Up Display (HUD)

• Customizable Performance and Off-Road Pages

• Performance Bolstered Seats

• Integrated AUX-button- equipped Switch Bank

EXTERIOR
• TRX Grille w/LED Lighting

• TRX Performance Hood

• Fenders and box-outers are flared eight inches 
to accommodate a wide track

• 35” Goodyear® Wrangler Territory All-Terrain 
Tires

• Available Factory-installed Mopar® Accessories 
like a RamBar, Bed-Mounted Spare Tire Carrier 
and Aluminum Rock Rails



The Ram 1500 TRX was born to cross rough terrain in punishing 
conditions at intense speeds. It’s the brilliant blend of extreme off-road 
capability and fierce SRT® performance. Simply put, TRX is–by far–the 
quickest, fastest, and most powerful production truck in the world.

6.2 Supercharged HEMI V8

Best-in-class 692 BHP

Best-in-class 881 Nm of Torque

Best-in-class 0 to 100 KM in 4.5 sec

Performance-proven TorqueFlite 8-speed 
Automatic Transmission

SUPERCHARGED

PERFORMANCE
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IT SPEAKS LANGUAGES

1 POWER
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AUSMV’s Extended New Car Warranty is complimentary with 
every vehicle purchase giving you that extra peace of mind.

It includes:

• 5 year/160,000 km* New Car Warranty

*AUSMV’s Standard New Car Warranty is 3 year/100,000 km (whichever occurs fi rst). You may also be 
eligible for an Extended New Car Warranty up to 5 year/160,000 km if you’ve had all scheduled services 
done through the authorised AUSMV Network. Some customers excluded such as government, taxis, 
rentals and selected national business.
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The AUSMV Network off ers unparalleled 24/7 customer support Australia Wide.
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This is powerful, user-friendly technology that delivers a premium and all-new 
level of entertainment, communications, comfort and convenience. The latest 
generation of the award-winning Uconnect system brings phone technology 
to new heights with the Largest-in-Class reconfigurable 12-inch touchscreen 
features a one-touch customizable “Home Screen” with split-screen capability.
ciency.

APPLE CARPLAY 
The smarter, safer way to use your iPhone inside your vehicle. Plug in to seam-
lessly integrate Uconnect. You can use the touchscreen or Siri to make calls, 
access Apple Music, send and receive messages, get directions optimised for 
traffic conditions and more while staying focused on the road.

ANDROID AUTO 
This plug-and-play capability provides a safer way to use Android while in your 
vehicle, easily access the best of Google Maps with voice-guided navigation and 
Play Music, place phone calls or send and receive messages and ask Google 
any questions by voice command.

RADIO PHONE CONTROL APPS VOICE

THIS IS THE COMMAND CENTRE



SAFETY & SECURITY WHERE IT MATTERS MOST: EVERYWHERE
OVER 100 STANDARD & OPTIONAL FEATURES

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING WITH LANE ASSIST
Ram 1500 can read the road. Mounted on the external mirrors, available 
cameras can identify road lines, determine where the vehicle  is and monitor 
motion. Should movement onto either line be detected without use of the 
indicator, the system will warn the driver and apply torque to the steering 
wheel to correct the movement. If no action corrects the drift, Lane Keep 
Assist4 can help gently nudge the vehicle back into the lane by applying 
corrective steering input.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP AND GO
Think cruise control that’s smarter than ever. When the lanes ahead are 
clear, this available system maintains the set speed of travel. Whentraffic 
slows, it will automatically adjust to a safe distance selected by the driver. 
In certain conditions, such asstop-and-go traffic, the system is able to bring 
the vehicle to a complete stop without any driver intervention, then prompt 
the driver to press the Resume button or tap the accelerator to re-engage to 
safe-range speeds as traffic begins to move.

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING WITH ACTIVE BRAKING
Using radar and video sensors, this available system detects whether the 
vehicle is approaching a vehicle or large obstacle in its path too rapidly. When 
an object is detected, the system can provide audible and visual warnings 
and can assist the driver in avoiding the incident by actively applying the 
brakes. The driver can adjust the sensitivity and turn brake support on or off 
using the Uconnect®radio.

BLIND-SPOT MONITORING WITH TRAILER DETECTION
This available system utilizes sensors in the exterior mirrors to monitor the 
“blind spots” on each side of the vehicle. The system provides audible chimes 
and visual icons, informing the driverwhen changing lanes, passing others or 
being passed. The Trailer Detection feature allows the driver to select Max, 
Trailer Length or Auto mode, automatically detecting the trailer length and 
adding it into the blind-spot.

REARCROSS-PATH DETECTION
When in Reverse, the Rear Cross-Path Detection System detects vehicles 
and/or other objects that are in perpendicular relationships  to your Ram 
truck using dual wide-band radar sensors, and notifies you using illuminated 
icons in the outside mirrors and driver-selected chimes.

NEW 360 SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA
Select models let you bringavailable 360-degree awareness to your drive. 
Credit the smart combination of strategically positioned sensors that 
work with cameras mounted in the grille, exterior mirrors and rear. In 
particular, the bird’s-eye view offers exceptional monitoring of your ride. 
*Not available with trailer tow Group.

PARK ASSIST
Sophisticated sensors give the All-New Ram 1500 superb capability.Available 
and new for 2021: the invaluable Paralleland Perpendicular ParkAssist 
systems, making parking manoeuvres on the street and in parking lots easier 
than ever. Just engage the system, and enjoy hands-off parking.

LARGEST STANDARD BRAKES IN THE SEGMENT
Confident stopping power comes from a new brake system that’s large, 
robust and ultra-capable. The largest rotors in the segment measure 378 mm 
(14.9 in) in diameter, sharply reducing the 100 – 0km/h stopping distances 
and helping to improve overall performance.

LED SMARTBEAM HEADLAMPS
This available advanced system provides the maximum amount of light 
possible, automatically switching headlamps from high-to low-beam when 
oncoming headlamps or forward light are sensed, or when taillampsare 
detected in front of the vehicle.

PLUS HEAPS MORE
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